
Migrating a
Route with
Metered Dark
Fibre

Network migrations present
challenges including cost duplication,
high capital expenditure, and
operational complexities. Traditional
methods demand mirroring routes
and large hardware purchases,
requiring substantial upfront
investment and long-term
commitments.

C H A L L E N G E

Migrating from an existing route
using Crosslake Fibre's Metered
Dark Fibre service can provide
material costs savings and
increased flexibility for a
seamless migration.

Crosslake Fibre introduces an innovative
solution to migration challenges with
Metered Dark Fibre(MDF). This unique
approach enables organizations to
mitigate typical costs and resource strains
of network migrations. It provides
significant cost savings, enhanced
flexibility, and allows for a controlled
migration pace. This facilitates a smoother,
more efficient network migration process,
tailored to the organization's evolving
needs and timeline.

S O L U T I O N

METERED DARK FIBRE USE CASE



Reduces duplicate costs.
Regulates migration pace.
Enables gradual migration.
Facilitates endpoint
modification.

BENEF I TS

Migrations require cost
duplication.
Expenditure, complexities rise.
Mirrored routes, and duplicate
hardware needed.
Upfront investment,
commitments hefty.

CHALLENGES

A T  A  G L A N C E

Our Metered Dark Fibre solution negates
the need for a long-term commitment and
excessive costs often associated with
network migrations, significantly reducing
financial pressure.

Eliminate Cost Duplication:

Leveraging the ability to migrate at your
own preferred pace, you are empowered to
handle your network transition in a
controlled and efficient manner. This
mitigates the risk of substantial fixed cost
duplication, ensuring a cost-effective and
stress-free migration process.

Control Your Pace:

Crosslake Fibre's solution allows for card-
by-card migration, eliminating the
necessity to purchase a large amount of
hardware solely for the transition, thus
streamlining the process and reducing
capital costs.

Migrate Card by Card:

Our Metered Dark Fibre offering provides
the agility to modify endpoints without the
burden of duplicating fixed costs or
incurring hefty capital expenditure,
ensuring you have the flexibility to manage
your network as per evolving business
requirements.

Flexibility to Change Endpoints:

B E N E F I T S

LEARN MORE
https://crosslakefibre.ca/metered-dark-fibre/

Our Metered Dark Fibre solution is designed
to grow with your business. As your
organization expands, you can easily scale
up your network capacity to meet
increased demands, providing a future-
proof solution that accommodates your
evolving business needs without imposing
significant extra costs.

Scalability for Growth: 
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